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INTRODUCTION

The following psychological skills program was

designed to help improve self-confidence in springboard

divers. Because the leve1 of performance reached by ath-

letes is virtually self-determined, it is very beneficial

to sport performance to have'se1f-confident divers. Sport

excellence is Iargely related to athletes believing in

their own capabilities and fully committing themselves to

their development.

Springboard diving is an inner-directed sport. The

diving environm'ent remains f airly predictable, thus diving

can be considered a closed environment sport. There are

few,if dny outside variables that affect divers' perform-

ances. Consequently, once divers reach an advanced per-

formance or skill level, their performances are based on

t.heir level of mental preparedness and emotional control

(Oberhausen, 1 983).

Diving competitions may last several hours from start

to finish, but each diver only performs for several'

minutes. Competitors must learn to perform one dive,

analyze the performaDC€r then mentally prepare for their

next dive. . It is extremely beneficial to optimal sport

performance if divers can learn to use thought stopping

techniques 'if negative self-taIk.is being processed. Each



diver should restructure any negative thoughts into posi-

tive coaching cues because, Lf' the mind is processing

positive cues or phrases, it can not process any negative

self-ta}k. Athletes must learn .to process positive coach-

ing cues and positive inner self-talk when mentally pre-

paring foE each dive

Diving is a sport which requires successive perform-

ances. Commitment, control, and competence are variables

of total self-confidence which must be learned, practiced,

and mastered in order for divers to maximize their sport

performance potential.

Commiitment to the physical, social, and psychological

task demands of springboard diving is essential. Athletes

must be able to assert that each dril1 or minute of their

practice is helping them to reach one or more of their

performance goaIs, and' tti'at by concentrating and workinq
;

hard _at' pi'actice thei are deireloping themselves into

stronger, more.' consistent, and confident performers.

Control is essential to self-confidence. SeIf-

control must be developed by athletes so that they can

perform well under a variety of stress prbducing circum-

stances. Such circumstances might be either a diver

trying to set a new record, or competing in a very close

contest,. In order to be suceessful, divers must learn to
perform their dives in meet competitions as well or better

than they perform the same dives in practice situations.

I



DiverS must also be able tO Stay motivated tilough an

entire diving competition.  They must remain in control

in order to be able to cOme back from a poor or mediocre

dive and perf6rm the next dive in their repertoire with

successo  DiverS must alSO be able to remain in control

when they receive low or even unfair scores from the

referees and judges during competitions.  They must

attempt to perform each dive ■n the■ r div■ ng order opti―

mally and attempt to diSをegard the scores.

Competence is masterqd through excelling in prac―

tices and competitionso  lf athletes cons■ stently per―

form dives in 
´
practice situations adequately′  then they

should be able to perform the same dives as adequately

■n competition s■ tuations。・ Once thiS occurs′  divers

begin to develop cOmpetence。   Once a minimum level of

competence has been achieved through structured prac―

tice′  mental preparation becomes essential to maximize・

diving potential.

DiverS who have developed a hiqh level of self―

tconfidence' by i｀mproving their lё υёls of commitment′  con―

trol′  and competence' tend to be more successful in

div■ ng 6ompetitionsi  SelF― cOnfident divers exper■ ence

success and winning much more often than divers with low

self― confidence.  Harris (1973)designed several state―

ments about the character■ stics of w■ nners and losers.

The fo1low■ ng are ■nsights ■nto success and fa■ lure by



:Harri's (197b・
)・ :                P

、 A WINNER makeS 90m■ itmenlSF a LOSER makeS promisё s.

´
 A`WINNEゞ has a healthy apprЪ ciation of his abilities′
and a keen awareness Of his limitationsF a LOSER is
obliv■ ous both of his true abilities and his true lim■ ―

tations.

A WINNER reSpects those who are superior to him′  and
tries to rearn something fFom them, a LOSER reSents
those who are super■ or to him′  and tr■ es to find chinks
■n the■ r armor。

A WINNER focuSes, a LOSER strays.

A "INNER learns from his mistakes, a LOSER learns only｀
not to make mistakes by n6t trying anything differente

A LOSER believes in ]lfate:'F a WINNER believes that we
make our own fate by what we do′  or fail to do.

A LOSER feelS cheated if he gives more than he getsF a
WINNER feelS that he iS Simply building up credit for
the future.

A LOSER becomeS bitter when hels behind′  and careless
when hets aheadF a WINNER keeps his equilibrium no
matter which pos.tiOn he happens to find himself in。

A LOSER is afraid to acknowledge his defectS tO himself
or to others, a WINNER is aware that his defects are
part of the same central system as his assets and′  while
he tr■ es to dim■ n■ sh the■ r effect′  he never den■ eS the■ r
■nfluence.

A LOSER thinks there are rules for w■ nn■ ng and loS■ ng, a
WINNER knoWS that every rule in the book can be broken′
except one― ―be who you are and become all y6u were meant
to be′  which is the only winn■ng game ■n the world。

A WINNER rebukes and forqivesP a LOSER is too‐ timid to
rebuke and too petty to forgive.

Most div■ ng coaches would agree that optimal

performance in competitions is achieved`by mentally

tough and donfident divers′  but as div■ ng coaches how

much time do we spend in the mental preparation of our
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divers? 5E 'or niaybe 10t? In order to optimize the per-

formance of our divers, we must train them to believe

that they have the ability, skill', and effort required

to perform wdlI. Self-confident divers believe they can

achieve their goals and they are aware of their

talents

Excellence in diving is largely dependent on how

well divers know where they want to 90, how much they

reaIly want to get there, and the extent to which they

believe in their ability to arrive at their desired des-

tination. As coachesr w€ must' encouraqe divers to set

short- and long-term goals and we should encourage self-

reinforcement (Orlick, 1980). Coaches should actually

sit down with their divers and help them to set real-

istic but challenoing qoals. The short-term goals

should relate to the long-term goals. Dates of achieve-

ment should also be designed with each goal in mind. An"

achieved short-term goal acts as reinforcement and also

hetps to motivate divers to pursue their next goal.

This systematic process helps divers maintain their
motivation and it also increases their level of self-
confidence.

The following statements are thouqhts which divers

should train by:

Anyone can act heroically for one day. The person who
achieves a h'igh purpose makes that day the pattern for
all the rest of his life (Anonymous ) .



Desire is the peifect mental antidote for fear, despair,
resentment, and jealousy (Anonymous).

Experience is not what happens to you, but what you do
with what happens to you (Anonymous ).

The diving scene is crowded with divers who have gone as
far as they are ooing, simply because their qoals are
not high enough (Anonymous ).

There is only one thinq that is powerful enouqh to make
your life successful--YOU (Anonymous).

What lies behind you and what lies hrefore you are tiny
matters compared to what lies within you (Emerson).

Continually-to strive, is ultimately to bedome (Anony-.
mous ) .

Your reach must exceed your grasp (Robert Browninq).

Imagination rules the world (Napoleon).

We must create environments where people have permission
to use their natural powers (George Leonard).

The greatest revolution in our generation is the discov-
ery that human beings by changino the inner-attitudes of
tfrlir minds can change tfre ouler aspects of their lives.
Man alone,'of all creatures on earth can change his own
pattern.' Man alone is architect of his destiny (Wil1iam
James ) .

As diving coaches, we must attempt to train our

athletes to e{pect success. Thus we should learn to be

competent both in Ehe area of diving and in the area of

applied psychology. It is important to allow all ath-

letes to become fully aware of their sport potential;

this is essential for athletes in order for them to be

able to achieve their challenging goa1s. A11 practice

sessions should be structured so that athletes can

explore their sport potential in a positive and sup-

portive learning environment.



The following principles have been. established for

the purpose of teaching athletes and coaches to become

aware of the many factors related to maximizing diving

performance. It is very clear that each individual

diver is in direct control of his or her destiny. In

order to enhance performance, coaches and divers must

learn to communicate hone'stIy with each other. They

must also learn to work togdther in an attempt to pro-

duce a consistent and self-confident diver. The follow-

ing section consists of nine self-confidence principfes.

These principles were designed in an attempt to teach

people to become aware of their thouqhts and feelings

and to teach them to increase their level of self-

confidence in an attempt to maximize sport performance.
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I.

II.

III.

IV.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

V.

SELF-CONFIDENCE PRINCIPLES

Self-confidence can be altered

The mind can not readily distinguish between a

real and an imagined expbrience (Ke1Iner, 1978i

MaItz, 1960).

In any attempt to change self-confidence, the tar-

get individuat must desire the outcome, believe

improvement will occur, and expect improvernent to

take pIace.

Behavior is a function of the perceived environ-

ment, and perception of the environment can be

altered.

People are not anxious, situations are (OrIick,

1980).

Awareness and the p-dt""ived self-image of the ath-

lete are crucial in attempting to modify self-

confidence.

The earl iel that success is encountered'; the

stronger the self-confidence (Bandura, 1977)'.

When athletes are -in control over their thoughts,

feelings, and behaviors, they tend to be more

effective in competitive situations.

Commitment to the physical, social, and psycho-

logical task demands of the sport is essential foi

optimal sport performance.

IX.



r. Principtre ,' ,'S"if .corif id'ence can be al tered .

An important question surrounding. the assertion that

self-confidence can be altered is, "How long will it take

before a change in a diver's self-confidence can be

noticed?" I"laItz ( 1960) suggested that .if change is

sought, and the methods of change are applied systemat-

ically, then significant changes in self-confidence can be

observed in 21 days. It takes 21 days for an o1d mental

image to dissolve and a new.one to form.

The building of a diver's self-image is a continual

process that occurs from the first to the last dive. This

process will not be entirely accomplished'in a 3-week

periodr but the athlete can most definitely experience

improvement within this time period. The improvement may

be small, or possibly could be quite dramatic.

It seems likely that the time-period it takes to'

notice a change in self-confidence in the diver might be

directly related to the significance of the specific

experience. For instance, if a diver is encouraged by the

coach and teammatbs to attempt a new dive and then exe-

cutes that specific skill successfully, then micht not the

notice of t.he enhancement of the diver's self-confidence

occur almost instantaneously?
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II. Pr■ nciple:  The m■ nd can not readily distingu■ sh

between a real and an imagined experience (Kellner′

1978, Maltz′  1960).

There are many articles in the'current popular liter-

ature that support the popular adage, "success. breeds suc-

cess." Through the use of mental.imagery a diver can

always experience success. By experiencinq the feeling of

suceess, the self-image and self-confidence of a diver

wilt be enhanced. Self-confidence is retated to specific

skills and abilities as they are related to specific sport

task demands. The athlete's 'se1f-image'is a more globa1

interpretation of every day behavior and personality. The

self-confidence of a performer has a very powerful influ-

ence .on sport performance.

Science has confirmed that the mind and the nervous

systei・ can n6t readi・ ly distinguishi between an actual

experience′  and`。ne that is vividly imagined.  Both the

■magined experlience and the actual exper■ ence can be

equally recorded in the brainis memory banks (Kellner′

1978)。   SinCe human beings always act′  feel′  and perform

in accordance with what they imaqine to be true about

themselves and their environment (Maltz′  1960)′  then

through the use of creative ■magery divers can exper■ ence

success and′  thus′  enhance self― confidence.  In an attempt

to max■ m■ ze self― confidencer coaches should encourage

their athletes to exaggerate or i:milk:i their successes



and m■ n■m■ ze the■ r fa■ lures.  The more v■ v■ dly′ emotion―

ally′  and contro■ led that the ■magery exper■ ences are

practiced′  the more benefit the diver w■ 1l obta■n from the

imagery.  DiverS must practice at creating vivid′  lifelike

pictures.  These ,iCtures must be clear′  vivid′  and posi―

tive in order to maximize the potential of imagery to

enhance self― confidence (Ernest′  1977).

Athletes tend to think 'in terms of mental pictures.

They internalize・ verbal and nonverbal cues and translate

these messages into pictures in their own minds. eye.

Since divers tend to think in terms of mental pictures′  it

will be their imagination that will create a new future

for them.  While practic■ ng mental imagery′  divers can

also concentrate on relating feelings and kinethes■ s to

the mental picture.  For example′  if a diver is mentally .

rehearsing a back l-1/2 somersault′  then it would be to

the diver.s advantage to attempt to feel each aspect of

the dive and also to concentrate on the pos■ tion of the

bOdy ■■d｀ bOdVI'parts during'午 helentire dive.

New behav■oral characlき r■ stics′  attitudes′  and skills

wil■.:evolve through the use of visualization (Kellner′

1978).  The Superior diving coach will be able to qivё

clear′  strong′  and pOsitive cues that relate to pictures

of what is expected of each of the divers.

Once athletes beqin to utilize creative ■magination′

■t becomes eas■ er and eas■ er to clearly v■ sualize new
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p.ictures. Through proper practice, many athletes will .be

able-to'ho1d ohto the mentit p'ictures longer. If these

exact, life-like images are held in the'diver's mind lonq

enough, the images will grow and be'come real.. The diver

will be able to experience .ahd incorporate these sensa-

tions into the brain's memory storage. Suceess ian be

guaranteed in the mind of the athlete if the images are

vivid and controlled.
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III; Principle: In any attempt to change self-

confidence, the target individual must desire the

outcome, believe improvement will occur, and expect

improvement to take place.

Once athletes decide that something is worth pursuing

and they truly desire a specific outcome, goal setting and

reinforcement should be applied. Goal setting is a very

important procedure. In order for. divers to set'and reach

goals, they must realIy desire the specific outcomes,

believe improvement will occur, and exPect the desired

outcome to take place (Mahoney & Thoreson, 1974).

It is paramount to self-confidence that the diver be

able to set attainable goals which are also realistic and

challenging. Teammates and coaches can help an athlete

design shbrt- and long-term performance goals. It is of

great irnportance that the performer designs a goal in

which the outcome is desired immensely and knows fuIl well

that the goal will be achieved through proper practice

techniques. A series of short-term goals should be

desigfied which relate to long-term soals. The short-term

goal acts as reinforcement and is a stimulus to pursue the

next goal, theleby helping the athlete.to maintain motiva-

tion and build self-confidence (orlick, 1980).

GoaIs that are selected'by the individual performer,

self-reinforced, and accompanied by positive self-thoughts

will enh.ance the diver in maximizing sport potential. The
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diver's behavior is generally a function of the indi-

vidual's personal expectations. Excellence in athletics
is largely dependent upon how well you know .where you want

to 90, to what extent you really want to qet there, and

finally to the extent to which you believe in'your ability

to get to the desired destination.

There is another important aspect of goal settinq

which must be discussed. The goal that the athlete

designs must 'be one that can be 'conceptualized by the per-

former. The athlete should be able to form a mental

picture of the desired outcome. If the goal can not

conceptualizbd by the athlete, it certainly will not

real Lzed ( KeIlner , 1978) .

One method of enhancing goal achievement is to have

:n. diver actually write down on paper what the desired

,behavior is, and also ,to write down a deadline date for

which the goal should be achieved. This method can

increase .the"., commi tment of the athlete. This method miqht

al-so hook the athlete on the process required for achiev- -

ing written goals. By seeing the goal written down on

paper, the athlete is attemptino to increase or maintaih

motivation in an attempt to achieve the desired qoal.

Once a goal has been established by an athlete, it is

not necessarily etched in concrete. If the athlete

designs an unrealistic goal or experiences mental or phys-

ical setbacks, the goal should be redesioned. Goals

ｅ

　

　

ｅ

ｂ

　

ｂ
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should be designed at a high degree leve} so that the ath-

lete is challenged, but the goal should be within reach.

By achieving previously designed goals the athlete's self-

confidence is being enhanced. By improving the self-

confidence of a diver, the diver's skilI leveI and per-

formance will also improve.

十  ‐   ,‐

一
“
．

，
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IV. Principle: Behavior is" a function of the perceived

environment, and'per'ception of the environinent can be

altered (t"lahoney & Thoreson, 1974).

Psychological research has supported behavioral

determinism, that is, behavior is a function of'the per-

ceived environment. we can control behavior by making

systematic changes in the environment (tlahoney & Thoreson,

1974). Reality to divers is what they perceive, and all

athletes'react with thoughts, feelings, and behaviors

toward their personal perceptions.

How divers perceive their environment relates -signi-

ficantly to their self:confidencer or lack of self-confi-

dence'. As a diving coach, inst'ead of attemptino to alter

ttie physi.ui environment surr,ounding the diver, would it

not be easier to change that particular individual's per-

ception of the surrounding environment?

This change could be accomplished through persuasion

by altering the antecedent cues (often referred to as

stimulus control ) that tend to mediate the athlete's se'If -
perception. Behaviors are also inftuenced by their conse-

quences (events that immediately 'fotlow the behavior) r ds

well as by their antecedent cues. The consequences of

behavior can be classified into three general categories:

positive, negative, and neutral. Positive consequences

are those which tend to reward or reinforce the specific
behavior. Negative consequences are those which tend to
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nuni=n, ot are considered'to be aversive stimuli to the

specific behavior. Neutral cbnsequences neither reward,

nor punish the behavior. !

The key to solving many sport-related problems lies

within the athleters ability to view situations in a

rational and constructive manner. It is truly incredible

how a simple change in one's belief about the meaning of a

particular eveint can change oners current emotional

reality. Nothing else changes .*""na the way in which the

environment is perceived. This change in perception can

free one from the feelings of anxiety, fear, depression,

and the feeling of lacking self-worth (OrIick' 1980).

Diving is a competitive sport replete with opportun-

ities to experience failure. The number of dives that

have received perfect scores can easily be counted

manuaIIy. It is very easy for divers to misinterpret

their previous performances as f ailures" if th'ey did not

perform each dive of the meet up to their performance

potential. Divers may be extremely successful on 808 of

their dives, and be moderately successful on the other

2OZ, yet it seems to be easier to recall the failures (or

moderately successful dives) when placed in similar

circumstances the next time. This is definitely an erron-

eous memory recallr but it serves as reality to the diver

due to the fact that it is what is perceived as reality.

By changing divers' perceptions of their past diving
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experiences in order

than accentuate their
toward enhancing the

1981) .

to. accentuate their successes rather

failures, 'the f irst step is taken

athletes self-confidence (Mullins,

*'. - t +'
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v. Principle: People are not anxious, situations are

(Or1ick, 1980).

One of the most important keys to excelling in

competitive athletics is the individual athlete's ability

to view circumstances in a rational and constructive man-

ner. Every time that an important experience occurs in

your Iifetime, numerous thoughts dart through your mind

concerning the meaning and probable consequences of this

happening. It is your personal perception of the event

and your Accompanying self-taIk that tends to trigqer

emotion rather than thd actual event itself.

By changing the athlete's perception about the mean-

ing of a particular event, this can change the athleters

current emotional reality. Nothing else changes except

for the way in which the athlete perceives the event, and

yet this one change in turn makes the athlete either haPpy

or unhappyr dnXious or not anxious, depressed or not

depressed. Belief is the mother of reality, both in terms

,of emoLi'on and performance'.(Or1ick, 1980) .

Anxiety is an internal development that is comprised

. of. arousal plus cognitive worry. People are not born

anxious. Anxiety develops when an individual accepts a

situation as being anxious, and when the individual

becomes over concerned and worried with the possible con-

sequences of the event. Anxiety is self-originated when a

disastrous thought is processed by the mind, or when an
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external cue is interpreted as being tlireatening.
t

' '.Athl'etes experience anxiety in athtet ic events

primarily because of what EIlis (1951) refers to as irra-

tional or illoqiial beliefs.'' The-major irrational or

illogical"beliefs which are related to anxiety are as fol-

lows:

1. The belief that the athlete must have love and

approval from all people that they consider significant.

2. The belief that the athlete must prove to be

thoroughly adequate, competent, and achieving.

3. The belief that emotional misery comes from

external pressures that"you have littIe ability to control

or to change Your feelings.

4. The belief that, if something seems fearsome (or

dangerous ) you must preoccupy yourself with it, and make

yourself anxious about it.

5. The belief that your past remains all-important

and, because something once strohgly influenced your life,

it has .to kedp determining your feelings and behavior
-today.

In athletic competition excessive anxiety tends to

destroy skill performance. Athletes have a tendency to

exaggerate thd in\portance of the outcome of the event and

become physiologically and emotionally uncontrolled. It

is extremely important for divers to relax, evaluate

personal abilities, and place the diving contest in proper
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perspective. The most Permanent

reduce unwanted and unproductive

and change some of the irrational

which divers can

is to challenge

(Or1ick, 1 980) .

means by

anx iet y

bel iefs



VI. Principle: Awareness and the perceived self-image 'of

the athlete are crucial in attemptino to modify self-

confidenbe.

The mental picture that the diver has developed of

self is referred to as self-image. This gIobal picture

that the diver has developed is the key to human person-

ality and human behavior. By attempting to enhance the

athlete'rs self-image, a coach can change the personality

and behavior of the athlete. By enhancing an athle'ters

self-image, there will hopefully be a carry over and a

noticeable improvement in the athleters self-confidence.

On the other hand, if a diver develops a negative atti-

tude, lack of enthusiasm' or a fear of failure toward any

aspect of 1ife, then negative goal pictures tend to

develop. lri i's the negatiii'e g9?1 picture of f ailure that

automatically produce-s negative -responses. The souree of

the pro'blem is that the person has developed an inadequate

self-image (KelIner, 1978). This perception of an inade-

quate self-image is damaging to the athlete's self-

confidence; failure begets failure.

The awareness and self-perception of the diver sets

the boundaries of individual accomplishment (Ma1tz, 1950).

The greatest boundaries that divers generally confront

while attempting to maximize their sport potential are

psychological barriers. These barriers are generally set

unknowingly by the individual athlete. It is similar to

22
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the history of track athletes attempting to break the

4-minute mile. At o:" time it was considered virtually

impossible for a human to run this fast. Finally, one

athlete ran the mile in under 4 minutes, and then almost

immediately a host of other runners broke the'previous

Iong standing record. ft was defini'te1y not the physio-

logical makeup of the track athletes that changed; it was

the psychological knowledge of what was considered pos-

sible. The athletes' perception of the limits or barriers

changed, and then the limits themselves changed (Or1ick,

,1980).

By attempting to enhance the self-image of a diver,

the coach is actually expahding the area of achievement

possible for the athlete to attain. The development of a

positive and realistic self-image'wi11 aid the athlete in

discovering new capabilities, new talents, and new leveIs

of skill possible to attain. The athleters self-image has

the potential to turn past failures into future suc-

. cesses.

The self-image that a diver has formed is actually a

syst"em of beliefs about past experiences. The self-image

is not necessarily a true picture of the athleters poten-

tial and talent. It is based on the perception of the

athlete concerning past experiences rather than beinq

based on actual facts. The self-image of a diver may be a

deceptioh rather than an actual description of reality

ヽ  ′
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( Kel1nerr"...1978) . This,*is why it is extremely important
.ri"1'

for athletes fo be encouraged to "miIk" their successes

that have been experienced, and to be able to draw upon

positive experiences while forming the self-image and

self-confidence.

When divers do become aware of negative cues it is

important.for them to be able to utilize some learned

strateqies such as self-directed thought stoppino tech-

niqi:es, internal verbalizations t ot internal visuali-

zations in an attempt to cope with negative or undesirable

cues (Pea1e, 1976). If the diver can restructure any per-

ceived negative cues into positive cues, then the self-

image and self:confidence of the'diver will be enhanced.

During athletic practice', the average coachinq mode

utilizes negative feedback or criticism in a ratio of

perhaps 10:1, or even more, in relation to utilizinq posi-

tive cues. Would it not be beneficial for codches to

attempt to offer more positive feedback to their athletes

in attempts to build a positive memory storage for the

athletes to draw upon to form and' expand'on Eheir self-

images?
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Principle: The earlier that success is encountered,

the stronger the self-confidence (Bandurat 1977).

When athletes experience success, it tends to raise

their expectations for achieving success in the future.

Success begets success; failure leads to the lowering of

expectations to experience success. The earlier that an

athlete experiences success, the stronger the self-image

and self-confidence. Once an athlete has several exper-

iences dealing with success, it is not as damaging to

self-confidence to experience failure. It is very

damaging.to a beginner's self-confidence if failure is

experienced early in the learning process.

It is natural for athletes to think positively and

improve self-image and self-confidence when they perceive

their performances as being successful. On the other

hand, athletes begin to think negatively and subcon-

sciously impose psychological barriers upon themselves

when they perceive their performances as beinq bad.

Therefore, it is very necessary for athletes to develop

self-control and self-awareness in an attempt to help pro-

gram their minds.to respond in effective positive ways

instead of responding in ineifective negative ways

( RotelIa, Malone, & OjaIa, 1 98 1 ) .
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VIII. Principle: When athletes are in control of their

thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, they tend to be

more effective in competiLive situations.

Excellence in the realm of athletics demands that the

performer possess more than just the qualities of abitity

and commitment. In order for athletes to be able to maxi-

mize their sport potential, they must also exhibit self-

control. The athleters thouqhts, feelings, and behaviors

must be congruent with all internal dialogues and also

must be congruent with the specific demands of the sport

s i tuation.

The best, most confident, and consistent performers

are those who are able to control or channel their

emotions, focus their concentration, and bounce back from

setba6ks in an emotionally,niature or constructive manner

( Or1 ick, 1 980 ) . Successful uttit"t"= can quickly shift

their attention from an emotional reaction to a perform-

ance oriented f ccus. For instance, if a div'er executes an

optional dive poorly or not up to a certain expected level

of performance, the athlete'should channel all thoughts to

the performance of the next dive instead of allowing the

mind to process any disastrous or negative thoughts. If

the diver's thoughts are facilitating, the diver should

process and use themr but if they are neqative, the

athlete should not process the thoughts and should attempt

to channel thouohts and concentrate on the next dive to be
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performed. Again, the inner self-talk of the diver must

also be directed toward performing the next dive to the

opt"imal 1eve1, of performance.

Athletes who develop and exhibit self-control over

their thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, practice and'per-

form in an assertive manner." These performers realize

that at the moment of truth, there is no necessary reason

to allow any past failure to increase the chance of

failure in any present attempt of performance. At,hIetes

who ar9 in control of their thoughts, feel"ings, and

behavior generally practice and use thought stopping pro-

cedures in order to interrupt any neqative or failinq

thoughts which their minds might be processing.

An important question which is often asked is, "How

do I as a coach teach self-control to my athletes?" A

coach can begin to teach self-control to athletes by

aEtempting to enhance the self-awareness of each of the

athletes." The athletes muFt, be aware of the demands of

, ihe "sport r' their personal l,:aui'i ities , and their personai

level of commitment to the sport. A diving coach can a15o

t,eniourage. the devel'opment of self-control in athletes by

having each athlete physically, mentalIy, and psycho-

logically prepared for each new skill that is taught. It

is extremely important for a diver to be able to eoncep-

tualize each new skill prior to the first attempt. If all

of this has been achieved, then the coach should encourage
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thさ diverit6 httempこ  mOre bifficult dives′  and most impor―

tantlゾ  the cOach should not let the diver ever i・ Wimp‐out il

after exper■ enc■ ng pa■ n′  or fa■ lure.

It is important fOr the diver to realize the differ―

ence betweё n pain and injury.  For example′  if a diver

attempts a forward 2-1/2 somersault and opens late and

slaps his or her back on the water′  then this should be

a,sociated with pain that will soon disappear′  not injury.

The coach should commun■ cate w■ th the diver′  attempt to

have the diver conceptualize a forward 2-1/2 somersault

dive aga■ n′  and then ■mmediately encourage the diver to

attempt the dive again.  DiverS will continually develop

self― control through organ■ zed and challenging practicese

This self―control W■ 1l become present in practice and in

competitive s■ tuations iand w■ 1l help the diver to max■ m■ ze

sport peFfOrmance.
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IX. Principle: Commitment to the physical, social, and

psychological- task demands. of the'sport is essential

for optimal sport Performance.

In order to achieve high llevels of excellence in

sport, athletes must possess high levels of physical,

social, and psycholoqical commitment. CommitmenEr self:

control, and ability are the keys to achieving sport

excellence. Athletes need to be dedicaLed to their sport,

and they also need a: possess enough self-control in order

to perform well under a variety of potentially stress- pro-

ducing circumstances that sport often ireates.

Psybhological commitment" to the sport- of diving

,requires that the athlete fully understand the task

demands df the dport. Divers must also understand that

diving requires successive performances, and that each

athlete should learn to use coaching criticism to improve

future performances. For example, if u -div"t performs the

second dive of an 1 1 dive list poorly, it is important for

the athlete not to let this past experience negatively

affect the next nine dives.

Divers must commit themselves to taking negative

feedback constructively. Diving is a sport in which the

particifuants are: constantly being compared to a mental

picture of a perfect dive. In nearly all diving attempts

divers will not be ultimately successful. Divers can,

though, commit themselves to being better performers today

29
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than they were yesterday, or they can commit themselves to

developing their own personal excellence.

Physical commitment must be direct'ed toward ef f6rt.

A keep trying attitude must be developed by each diver if

maximizing sport potential is a major performance goal.

The athlete must also commit to util izi.ng all information

available. For example, a diver might listen to a cri-

tique of a particular dive and use this information to

enhance the effectiveness of the next dive to be per-

formed.

The athlete must also be committed'to maximally

enhancing sport abilities by being ready, alert, and con-

scious of each minute of practice time. At any time

during a practice session a diver should be able to salr

"What I am practicing now wil1, bring me closer to my

peirformance goa1s."' oiv'er.d'Tqst also be committed 'to eat-

ing healthy foods, keeping trim, and beino well condi-

tioned. Divers especially need to maintain strength and

flexibility.
Commitment in the social parameters deals with

coaches and athletes interacting with each other often.

Each person must commit to helping others, and commit to

developing a supportive environment. There is a high need

to get along with all types of people. This does not by

any means require that everybody love, or even like each

other, but everyone should be able to help develop a posi-
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tive, and supportive environment. The following section

should be used as a guideline lo. coaches and athletes tci

follow during practices and competitions. The dorS and

the donrts for athletes and coaches were designed in an

attempt to help create a synergistic learning environ-

ment

●　
　
　
　
´
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D01S AND DONlTS FOR ATHLETES

Dors:

1 . .Accept aIl genuine compliments graciously.

2. Acknowledqe errors,and poor performances, then

forqet them.

3. Leave personal problems outside the pooI.

4. Commit yourself physically, emotionally, and

psychologically to your sPort.

5. Learn, to accept ctiticism. and negative feedback

because diving is a sport- which utilizes a reductiv'e

scoring system. For example, a diver starts with a 10 and

then points are deducted. for performance errors. rt'is

easy for coaches to jusL."say what was wronq with the- dive

but their intent is not to evaluate as much as it is to

provide information.

6. Plan, write, and evaluate proqress toward your

goaIs.

7. Positively affirm team members when they deserve

praise.

B. Help maintain a'supportive learninq environment.

9. Expect success.

10. Ivlodel yourself after someone who performed suc-

cessfully, especially sonicione who succeeded through hard

work (MuI1 ins, 1 98 1 ) .

32
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1 1. "Milk" all your successes frequently and opti-

ma1 Iy

12. Continue to set positive goals both after suc-

cessful and non-successful diving attempts. Always chal-

lenge yourself.

13. Contin'ually remind yourself that you are in

direct control of Your actions.

14. Control your bodily functions. For example,

Iearn to reduce unwanted tension in muscles in an attempt

-e to maximize -performance potential.

15. engaj-e in positive mental practlce at home when

your bod-V is in a relaxed state. For example, when you

are awaiting sleep or when you are awaking in the morning,

attempt to visualize and feel successful.

16. Remember that your thoughts are at your dis-

posal

17. Challenge all your irrational beliefs (Or1ick,

1980)

Don I ts: *

1. Take coaches' criticism personally. It is the

performance that is being analyzed'r not your personality.

2. Accentuate Youf errors.

3. Criticize or make fun of your team members or

their perfbrmances.

4. Make excuses for your performance.
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5. Get emotionally upset after blowing a dive.

Diving requiies successive performances. Don I t Iet one

bad dive negatively affect the others.

6. Pu! too much emphasis on the outcome-of a certain

meet.

7. Be afraid to fai}. Never hold back because of

the possibility of failure (Orlick, 1980).

.8. Lose control of your emotions.

9. Allow the judges' scoring system to upset you or

Iet them in any way negatively affect your diving.

10. Allow yourself to feel that you are not as good

as the other athletes in the competition.

1 1. Ignore or minimize compliments.

12. Complain about or criticize the coach behind his
+r *. * I of *her ba.ik. , * 

;

tr.

13.- Minimize your sLccesses or your teammatesr suc-

cesses.

14. Allow your mind to process any nesative internal

d ialogue.



DOIS AND DONITS"FOR COACHES

Dots:

1 . Att-empt to eorrect dives in a positive and con-

structive manner.

2. Reward all of the honest attempts and efforts, of

divers, not only the successful attempts.

3.. Praise deserving divers in front of other team-'

mAtes.

4. Let all divers know exactly what is expected of

them.

5. Work with all athletes in developing goaIs.

5. Associate with all team ftembers, not only your

star divers.

7. Make sure that nonverbal and verbal behaviors are

congruent'. Athletes will perceive the coachesr nonverbal

expressions equally as important as verbal cues.

8. Be humanistic, caring, and understanding of the

athletes.

9. Develop communication skilIs. Be assertive, but

afso be an active listener.
10. Attempt to build positive memory storages for all

divers. Encourage divers to mentally rehearse successful

diving experiences.

35
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1 1. Revea1 to your athletes your "humanness" by ack-

nowledging evidence of nervousness (e.9., butterflies in

your stoma'ch, or j itteryness ) in competitive situations in

an attempt t_o demonstrate that you are an effective coping

individual. RoIe modeling can be-a powerful agent of

learning (Mul1ins, 1981).

' 12. Involve all team members in certain -decision

making processes.

13. Be genuinely enthusiastic as a coach at all prac-

t'ices. Leave outside pressures outside of the pool.

14. Encourage divers to leave their problems outside

of the pool. Encourage the athletes to give 100t both

mentally and physically while attending practice.

1 5. Encourage all the hembers of the team' to help

maintain a supportive training' environment.

'15. Compliment divers unconditionally with no strings

attached.

17 . . Attempt to have each athlete finish a practice

session on a positive note.

18. Attempt to find the roots of problems instead of

just ignoring or accentuating the problem.

Don I ts:
1. Use sarcasm or. ridicule as a main source of

interaction with team members.

2. Use excessive negative feedback during pract'ice

or in meet situations.

.● ¨
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3. Allow team members to dwell on errors or subpar

performances.

4. PubIicly condemn athletes unless there are no

other alternatives.
. Let past errors or attitudes affect the coaching

of present performances. Forgive and forget.

6. Chew athletes out for poor performances if effort

was present during practices or competitions.

7 . Over-eontrol the diving environment. Everything

・′ ョdoes not have to be done_inione specificヽ way.
|                   

、    ,

8。   Lose‐ emotional icOmposure in front of your ath―

letes.

9. O`ヤさrload yOur: divers by over analyzing perform― ・  ,

ahces′  givihg too many directiOhs′  。r expecting them to

learn too much too qu■ ckly.

10.  When analyzing performance′  especially on video―

taper donit exclusively highlight the errors without   i、

recogn■ z■ng the successes.

11。  A1low teammates tO criticize or "pick onll team―

mates ■n practice or in meet s■ tuations.

37



STRUCTURED EXPERIENCES

Self-awareness is critical when attempting to

increase a person's level of self-confidence. Divers must

Iearn to be totally honest with themselves at all times.

They must recognize their strengths and their weaknesses,

but should not accept their weaknesses as being permanent.

Divers of all leveIs should-become aware of their weak-

nesses and utilize the information to help strive to

improve those aspects of their diving'which are slightly
inferior. The athletes should also truly desire to
improve upon their weak areas, because just being aware of

certain deficiencies does not mean improvement will auto-

matically occur

Ono the following phges r" 1;3.-;structured experiences are

designed to help improve the'level of self-confidence in

springbbard divdrs.- The goal of the experiences is to

increase the leve1s of control, commitment, and competehce

in each diver. It is suggested that the experiences be

utilized in a systematic manner. It is also important to

remember that a dramatic increase in self-confidence does

not appear overnight. Athletes and coaches must contin-

uaIly work together and strive to create a self-confident
performer. It is suggested that the coach lead the entire

team thrbueh one structured experience a day, and that all

38
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RELAXATION BREATHING★

Purpose: To teach athletes to utilize relaxation breath-

ing in an attempt to reduce or prevent the

physical symptoms of stress and anxiety. Relax-

ation breathing is an effective coping technique

in practice or in competitive situations.

Introduction:  In stress or anx■ ety produc■ ng s■ tu ations′

such as some athletic competitions, ath-

letes often become physiologically and

emotionally tense. Their breathino pat-

terns become much more rapid and shalIow.

When practiced correctly, breathing exer-

cises can counteract this pattern and also

train athletes to slow down. This is the

first step in relaxing and gaining total
control. This breathinq exercise empha-

sizes a long exhalation phase

Preliminaries: Team members should get in comfortable

Activity:

positions and be able to listen to the

leader.

After you find a comfortable position, elose

your eyes and concentlate on your breathing in

order . to beeome more and more relaxed. Inhale

just slightly deeper than your normal regular

-t
40;
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Var■ ation:

inhalation. Make sure that.your abdomen

expands durinq this inhalation. Immediatellz

upon completion of your inhalationl begin to

exhale. It should be at a rate that allows ydu

to exhale evenly and comfortably for a few

seconds. Upon completion of'your comfortable

exhalation, begin to inhale and allow your

abdomen to comfortably rise. Accentuate the

evenness and'reIax6d exhalation phase. Keep

repeating thls.-pattern*i and begin to focus on

any awareness of relaxation that may spread

across your chest area

After this relaxation breathing is taught to

the divers, they should be encouraged to

practice this bre'athing technique several

times throughout the day. After practicing

the breathing technique often enough, it can

become an "automatic" type of response to any

kind of stressful situation. It can be

practiced with the eyes open or shut, and with

the body in different positions. .For example,

relaxation breathing can be used while sit-

ting, standing, or while you are trying to

sleep at night'prior to an exciting event.

*Adapted from Wenger ( 1 979 ) .



SUCCESS A― DAY★

Purpose:

Introduction:

Aqtivity:

To make each athlete aware of the successes that
he or she has attained, and to have each athlete

"milk" that success for all it is worth.

Diving is definitely a sport replete with

opportunities for athletes to experience

failure. Athletes often accentuate the

negative aspect of sport while they mini-
mize their positive aspects. This proce-

dure leads toward the development of a low

self-image and 1ow sport self-confidence.
This must be changed if we want to maximize

each athleters sport potential. Athletes

m.ust learh do'recognize their many accom-

plishments and learn to process the suc-

cesses while they look for future suc-

CESSCS.

At the end of each practice session and compe-

tition, each diver should record on paper"the

successful aspect or aspecLs of their divinq.
These successes might "include psychological

preparation, mechanical divinq chanqes t oE

learning new dives. This list should be read

before each diving session in an attempt to

42
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build a positive memory storage for the diver

. to draw upon.

Variations: Athletes may wish to share with other team

members what they recorded' as their suc-

cesses. This may help create a positive and

supportive learning environment.

*Adapted from Canfield and We1ls (1976).



PORTRAIT OF GREATNESS★

Purpose: To enhance athletesr self-imaqe and reinforce

goal s.

Introduction: The coach should arrange for a photographer

Act ivi ty :

-

to take pictures of all the divers while'

they are practicing. Each diver should

have several (5-8) action pictures. These

pictures should be arranged into a personal

collage by each diver. The divers may also

cut out sayings or captions from magazines

or books, or they may personally design

phrases or captions to help complete their

collages. Example words or sayings:

reach, ride, rip, win, #1, excel, champion,

or go for the gold.

Each diver uses the color pictures and favorite

captions or verses to design a collage of them-

selves diving. These collages should be hunq

in the athleters bedroom and should be visible
while the diver is in bed. The collage is
reviewed prior to bedtime and prior to starting

each new day.

Coll"ages may be hung on a team bulletin board

or in or above the diver's locker in the

Variations:

44
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locker room. This'wiIl allow the divers to

view the col-Iages prior to and after all
practice session5 and competitions.

*Adapted from Canfield and WelIs (1976).



BETA PROGRAMMING

Purpose.: To help improve diversr perforinance, ski11, and

level of confidence.

fntroduction: Prese"lfy there are two types of visuali-
zation procedures that, when practiced con-

sistently and correctly, can help a diVer

to program his or her mirid. These two

types of visualization are alpha prosram-

ming, a deeper level of visualization, and

beta programminq. The athlete for the most

part is totally conscious and aware of all
surroundings whife practicing in the beta

state. This specific type of mental pro-

gramming is also called "mental rehearsal. "'

This technique can be practiced almost any-

where or anytime. The divers are proqram-

ming their nervous systems through the con-

scious mind. The imagery, however, will
eventually enter the subconscious if the

mental rehearsal is repeated often and

vividly enough (Ke11ner, 1978l'. The

primary advantage to beta programming is

that anybody .at anytime or place can uti-
lize this type of imagery.

´
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Activity: Prior to each dive both in practice sessions

and in competitions, the competitors'stand or

sit near the diving bbard and picture them-

selves performing the dive beautifully and cor-

rectly. They begin by visualizing themselves

standing with confidence and poise on the

diving boardr. then they perform the perfect

approach, take-off, fliqht pattern, and finally
the perfect entry. The divers practice beta

programming prior to each dive. This type of

mental rehearsal. will improve the diversr best

and worst dives.

VaEiations: This form of mental rehearsal can be done

during practice, during competitions. or

whenever the diver is thinking. about diving.
Beta programming can also be used in an

attempt to improve school work, 3ob skills,
r or just about any aspect of the athleters

1ife.



ALPHA PROGRAMMING★

Purpose: To program the diver through visualization to

experience the art of "ripping" an entry.

Introduction: If the mind can conceive of an idea, then

the-idea can become reality (Ke11ner,

1978). The alpha levef can be attained

naturally while'the diver is sitting

comfortably or when the athlete is prepar-

ing for or awakening from sleep. These are

excellent times to visualize positive and

helpf u1 mental pictures. The s_ubconscious,

at this deeper level of slow electrical

activity, is more susceptible to positive

suegestion. The ability to produce and

maintain mental pictures can be more vivid,

clearer, and more detailed because the rnind

is uncluttered and free from most distrac-
tions at this time. In order for alpha

programming to be effective it is very

important ttiat the diver:

1. Desire the skill or attitude.
2. Believe that improvement will take

p1ace.

3. Expect the improvement to take

place (KeIlner, 1978).
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Activity: First the athlete'frrust attempt to crear the

mind of any distracting thoughts. The diver
assumes a comfortable position and.then uti-
lizes a reraxation breathing technique in an

attempt to relax and clear the mind. The next
step is to vidualize a giant, blank movie

screen. Attempt to visualize the diving boards

and pool on your qiant screen. Note the tex-
ture of the board and the temperature of the

water uni an" air.. ri is time for you to prac-
tice rine-ups'from ths three-meter board. ybu

feel confident and strong. you attempt, your.

first Iine-upr 1lou fall, squeeze, grab, and you

"rip" the line-up! The entry had no splash at
all, and it rearly look'ed and fert rike a great
entry. you continue to rip several more line-
ups. you know just what to do in order to be

able to ',ripu l ine-ups consis tently . Now it is
time to visualize yourself ripping your

required and optionar dives: perform each dive
first, then visuarize the rip into the water.
you can rip your line-ups, requireds, and

optionals cons istenti'y . It f eels so good

entering the water and making no splash at all !

your body has the feeling and experience of
ripping dives.



Variations:
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Separate times can be used to practice the

different aspects of the dive. For instance,

at night you.hay wish to visualize the per-

fect hurdle. In Lhe morning you may wish to
practice perfecting your required dives. At

times you may wish to visualize all aspects

of your diving as if you were competing in a

meet. Another variation is the speed at

which you visualize yourself diving. Diving

can be visualized at normal or slow speed.

The mind can also use freeze frame in order

to inspect certain positions of the body

during the dive. Whatever aspect of the

qport of diving you prefer to visualize,
attempt to qrq'ate" a vivid image so that the

mind and body can both feel the experience of

the' specific performance.

*Adapted from Blanchard and Epstein ( 1978).



TECHNIQUES FOR FEAR REDUCTION'

Purpose:' To attempt to dispel fear by helpinc the diver

to become avrare of the specific fears, and to

attempt to overcome. the fear throuqh a syste-

matic process (l,loawad, '19.77).

Introduction: Fear is one of the greatest obstacles con-

fronting divers who are atte■ pting to

acqu■ re new skills.  This disabling emotion

can be broken down ■nto five cateqor■ es:

(a)fear of 
・the unknown′  (b) fear of

failure′  (c)fear Of Success′  (d)fear of

pain′  and 
・
(e)fear Of fear itself (Ober―

hausen″  1983).  Many typical fear reactions

observed in diving are (a)an inCreased

number of balks′  (b)al10Wing other divers

to jurrp line′  (c)negative talk both verbal

and inner self― talk′  (d)an inCreased

number of lead up dives′  (e)shOrt Or

irregular breathing patterns′  (f)increased

joking or laughing′  or (g)posSibly any

change ■n a personiS usual practice

behav■ or.  Once any or several.of these

reactions are noticed′  the coach should

attempt to work w■ th the diver ■n an

attempt to dispel the fear.

51
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Act ivity:

Diving coaches often attempt to dispel fear

in their athletes by utilizing loqical
statements. This technique often fails
because fear is an emotion and emotions are

not logicaIIy based. Fear does not respond

to pure reasoning. Overcoming fear should

be attempt'ed through a systematic process.

The coach should be the primary facilitator
working with the individual athlete. The

coach must first attempt to help the diver
look openly at the specific situation and

assess the deqree of fear. By attempting

to increase'the diver's awareness, the fear

of a new dive can be eliminated. When .con-

fronted honestly, fear will retreat (Otier-

hausen, 1983).

The diving coach must help divers to recognize

fear responses. After the fear response is

recognized, divers must analyze their own

specific anxiety reactions. Once a diver is

aware of the fear warning signs the coach must

help the-diver to express his or her feelings

about the specific fear. Allow the athlete to

experience anxiety release. The coach can then

recollect another time in which the diver was

fear_fuI, but still extremely successful. Being
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worried about a dive does not mean that the

driver will be unsuceessful. ALtempt to have

the diver become aware of his or her feelings.
It is possible that the diver may not have a

conscious awareness of the reason for the

specific fear. If the diver is denying any

feelings of fear, teII the athlete that the

behavior exhibited indicates that he or she is

afraid. Let the diver know that having fear is
understandable and accelptable and that, as a

coach, you would like to know more about what

the diver is feeling so that you can he1p. It
is very important for the diver to be able to
thoroughly examine his or her o$rn feelings with

total honesty. It is very important for the

coach to accept the diver's feelings without

criticizing them. The diver may feel as though

he or she is losinq control'. The diver needs

rbassurance that he or she can cope with any

and all feelings. A coach should encourage

expression of feelings, not repression of feel-
ings. ,Reassurance and support are very impor-

tant. Divers must learn that they can control

the consequences of emotion as long as they do

not deny the emotion itself (Oberhausen,

1 983 )

ヽ    =
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Variation: Attacking a known fear- is a process of desen-

sitization. Through guided goal settinq,
positive self-t.alk, proper mechanical train-
ing, and visualization, a diver can learn to
deal with fear. Specific goals in diving are

essential. For exampler "I will learn to con-

trol my fear by performing an inward 2-1/2

somersault. " Avoid the words try and attempt

as they relate to trying new ski1Is, instead

of actually performing the new ski11. Uti-
lizing the words', "wi1I perform" gives a much

stronger and positive meaning. Have the- diver

support the goal with positive self-thoughts

and'positive self-talk. Have the diver write

the goals doiuh on paper and read them several

times a day in an attempt to program the diver

with positive self-expectations. It is also

important for the diver to perform many cor-

rect lead-up dives while he or she is thinkinq

about the new or previously feared dive. The

next step is for the diver to visualize anq

feel the proper way to perform the dive. HeIp--,

the divers to trust their abilities. It is

important for the coach to close the gap

between the last skiIl learned and the new

skill to be learned. This can be paralleled
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to any other successful dive that the diver

learned. This will help to build the self-
confidence of the diver. FinalIy, when the

diver is ready to perform the new dive, have

the coach or a knowledgeable person call the

diver out of the dive. This will help prepare

the diver for the entry into the water. Fear

can practically paralyze divers'and prevent

them from making steady.progress. Divers must

be he'lped to learn to stand up to any d ive

that frightens them. Every time that a diver

overcomes a fear of tryinq a n-ew skill, confi-

dence and trust will be gained (Oberhausen,

1983).
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COMPLIMENT ACCEPTANCE

Purpose: To teach athletes to accept and process genuine

c6mpliments and praise, without being embar-

rassed or feeling uncomfortable, in an attempt

to build a positive memory storage.

Introductionj A coach may wish to praiSe individual

diver's efforts as well as performances

that are successful. During practice,

athletes should be outwardly praised by the

coach and. all team members for any partic-

ular improvement in their diving. This

genuine outward praise will enhance self-
confidence and also help to provide a sup-

portive and positive Iearninq environment.

Activity: During practice sessions, coaches or team mem-

bers may initiate clapping or cheering for a

team member wtio improves a dive or learns a new

skilI. The diver will then learn to accept

compliments and.process these compliments in an

attempt to build a positive memory storage.

, Variation: Coaches and divers should feel free to ini-

tiate praise to any deserving diver. The

coach may riish to verbalize in front of all

team members why the athlete deserved such

praise

+ i

*Rdapteb from Elkins j(lgll)'.
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THOUGHT STOPPING TECHNIQUES

Purpose: To train divers to stop the brain from proces-

sing any negative or disastrous thoughds.

Introduction: When divers process neqative self-talk they

Activity:

. begin to develop a poor self-image. The

development of the poor self-image and

feelings of inadequacies lead to a decre-

. ment in p'erformance and also trigqers' the

div6r to expect failure, thus minimizinq

spg"rt success. Coaches should teach their
' athleies to process positive cues in an

attempt to build a positive memory storage

which is necessary in order to improve the

diver's self-image and sport self-

confidence. Divers must learn to use their

minCs in a positive manner. They must

prac_tice positive mental exercises everyday

in order to maximize the.bbnefit of thouqht

stopping techniques (Schwartz, 1979).

Anytime that athletes becin to process negative'

self-tA1k they must become aware of what they

are doing and sd'y, rrStop. Let go of the neqa-

tive thought and begin to process positive

cues ! rr
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CONS ISTENT PERFORYANCES

: 
Pufpose: To develop mental toughness in each athlete

through.the use of visualization or imagery

guided experiences.

Introduction: As a coach you will eventually deal with a

diver who is fearful of a certain dive.

The quicker that you as the coach can help

this athlete overcome this fear, the

, quicker the athlete will excel in the sport

of diving as a consistent and.confident

performer.

Agtivity: 
"": 

are lying on al" beach, warmed by the

bright sun: , thet-sinb- feels nice, and soft
underneath your body. You are very calm and

rel'axed, almost fatling asleep. You can hear

the'waves gently rolling in and back out to sea

and you can smell the fresh salt air. You feel

so comfortable and warm. Now picture yourself

diving. You are still comfortable, warm, and

very relaxed. You j ust performed your best

dive and everyone is clapping. You are smiling

and feeling extremely confident and happy.

Your next dive is your least favorite, but the

feelings of confidence and happiness overflow
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your body. You perform the dive and everybody

is clapping and you feel warm with pride. you

did your least favorite dive as well as you

performed your best dive. You real1y feel as

though your training has paid off. you no

longer have a weak or fearful dive in.your
repertoire. A11 your dives are finished and

you feel happy, hrarm, and confident. The sand

is warm and comfortably shaped to your body.

You feel that you have become a confident and

consistent diver. You feel really good about

your diving' and yourself.

★Adapted fr6m SteVens (1971).
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GOAL SETTING

Purpose: To learn to clearly define and set challenqinq

short- and long-term performance goals, and to

teach athletes to advantageously use self-
reinforcement, such as using positive encourage-

ment, compliments, and rewards when steps

towards goals are achieved.

Introduction: It is important for divers to formalize

theiL procedures for designing and settinq

down their goals on paper. These qoals

beeome similar to self-imposed contracts.

The divers must write down clearly and con-

cisely what their goals are. Divers want

to advance from point A to point B as

quickly and efficiently as possible, and

this systematic process helps to keep each

athlete constantJ-y improving. It also

trains divers to stay on track and become

consistent and" confident divers who reach

goals and then set new anC more challenginq

goa1s. Divers should be encouraged to set

shoit- and lono-term goals and to set dates

of expected accomplishments. They should

also write down suggestions that they will

60
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use in an attempt to accomplish their
goals. An achieved short-term qoal acts as

reinforcement and as a stimulus to pursue

the next goa1. This process helps divers

to maintain motivation and build self-
confidence. The ability to set specific
goals and pursue those goals in a system-

atic way separates those divers who want to

- excel as. athl,etes 
.from those divers who

" actually' do'.*ce1l (or1ick, 1983) .

q ? : Each diver on the team should design his or her

indi'vidi.ral goals and dates of expected accom-

plishments, then each athlete should -sign and

date each sheet.

MY LONG― TERM GOAL IS:

MY SHORT― TERM GOALS ARE:

THE DATE I EXPECT TO ACCOMPLISH MY LONG二 TERM

GOAL IS3

THE SUGGESTIONS I WILL USE TO ACCOMPLISH MY

GOALS ARE:

I WILL PRACTICE DAILY AND VISUALIZE MYSELF AS

HAVING ACHIEVED MY GOALS.

(Date) ( S ignat ure )
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VISUALIZING YOUR GOALS

Purpose: To teach divers to systematically work toward

achieving their goals and to teach them to

eliminate all notions of what they as performers

can and ean not abhieve.

Introduction: Divers have no idea of what they can aceom-

plish until they set some realistic and

challenging goals and systematically work

toward achieving those goals. It is

extremely beneficial to sport pe?formance

if we can teach athletes to elimindte all
notions of what they can and can not

achieve. IvlcisL.of .our athletes' lfmits are

self-imposed, and they are generally erron-

.eously self-imposed. It is important to

teach divers to expect suceess and to only

process positive inner self-taIk.
Activity: Write down a goal in which you previously

thought that you could not achieve.

MY GoAL IS:

Visualize the level of diving performance that

you would like to'aceomplish as if no 'limita-

tions existed. Picture yourself doing. what
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you previously wanted

three major obstacles

attaining this goal.

inherent in the task,

you or your erroheous

three obstacles down.

to achieve. Decide on

that are keepino you from

These obstacles could be

or they might be part of

bel'ief s. Write these

What is it that you will have to do in order

for you to attain your goal? Concentrate on

the three obstacles that you wrote down. Each

obstacle should give you some important infor-

mation that you can use in your attempt to move

closer toward your goal. In the space below

outline the steps necessary for you to attain

this specific goal. Consider the physical,

mental and the emotional demands that this soal

requires.

Read the steps that you considered necessary to

attain your goa1. Analyze one step at a time
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and focus on your goal attainment

specific step being accomplished.

of commitment are you prepared to

to attain your goal?

I WILL

with each

What level

make in ordbr

Goals are extremely beneficial to sport per-

formance when they are carefully desiqned and

acted upon systematically and consistently. If
you are serious about attaining this goal, you

will commit yourself fully to its attainment

immediately.



WEEKLY INTENT10NS

Purpose: To increase

member, and

an attempt

to excel.

the level of commitment in each team

to provide a team support system in

to encourage individual team members

=i t‐ t

Introduction: The coach should have individual intention
sheets designed for each athlete to fill

out' and´庁δnd bdck・・to the coach each week.

For example8

WEEKLY INTENTION DATE:

NAMEf INTENTION:

POWER WORDS:

The coach attempts to encourage all divers

to design reasonable performance oriented

goals, and to choose key power words which

help to reinforce the intention. These

power words will be used by team members to

help motivatd each athlete to attain his or

her intention. The coach asks all team

members to complete and hand in their

weekly intention by a specific time. The

coach collects all intention sheets and

ィニ ´
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Activity:

Vari at ions :

then compiles a master sheet with every

team membel6r intention and power word(s).

The coach has copies made for each team

member and distributes them.at a specific

time each week

Each diver designs a weekly intention sheet and

gives it to the coach prior to an established

deadline. The coach compiles and delivers the

master sheet with ev.ery a"* members' inten-
tions and power word(s) to every diver. Each

diver reads all the information and posts the

sheets in a convenient p1ace. The divers are

constantly encouraged to verbalize the power

words to each' ,oth'er whenever they interact, in

an attempt to motivate divers to attain their
intent i6ns.

Some intentions may not b-e purely performance

oriented. Some intentions may be to study

for exams, to get over a sickness, or to lose

weight. Each eoach must decide what inten-

tions are acceptable.



IC SWIMMING/DIVINC WEEKLY INTENT10NS

COMPETENCE CONTROL COMMITMENT    COMPETENCE CONTROL

NAME: Sally Smith

COMMITMENT    COMPETENCE

INTENTION: To'qualify

for nationals in our meet this week

POWER WORD(s):

NAME:    」ohn

Qualify

Hagan

reverse 2-1/2 before Friday

INTENTION: To learn a

POWER WORD(S): Jump and Spin

NAME: Sara Brown INTENTION: To stop .any

negative thoughts during our diving meet this Tuesday

８
目
胃
昌
胃
　
　
８
焉
冒
里
８

‐

（
‐
Ｊ
劃
副
「
―
淵
到
副
到
劇
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POWER WORD(S): Stop. Let go of the neqative thouqht!

the coach compilesThis is an example

and distributes to

of the sheet that

all team members.
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SUPPORT YOUR INTENT工 ONS AND
THOSE OF YOUR TEAMMATES BY
READING AND AFFIRMING THEM
AT.LEAST TWICE DAILY.
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SELF― AFFIRMATION★

Purpose: To direct divers to design a personal self-
affirmation in an attempt to maximize sport

performance and self-confidence.

Introduction: In a group setting, the coach explains the

importance of self-va1ue and self-trust,

and also explains that athletes have little

control over the external environment, but

that they have total control over the

internal environment. If divers are to

develop and maintain a level of self-

confidenc-e, then it is extremely necessary

for them to accentuate their self-trust
(Mullins, 1981). fn order to maximize the

self-confidence gained through writing

affirmations, the divers must value the

process as much'as the desired product

(i.e., products or ends are only achieved

through the process or means ) . The affir-

mation or personal promise must be a firm

and challenging declaration of one's

personal intentions and qoa1s.'
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Act ivity: The coach distributes several riffirmation
statements to tearn members and requests th'e

divers to construct their own personal affir-
mations. Divers may use the samples to foster
ideas but must not copy sentences or ideas.

The affirmations designed must be personalized,

therefore, each sentence must be comprised of
the individual athlete's feelinqs and words.

These a'i?irmations may be typed, f ramed, and

hung either at home, at the pool r ot in the

locker 'room

★Adapted from Mohr (1979).
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MY PERSONAL AFFIRMAT10N

I feel good about myself and my diving because I am

in control of my own behavior. My commitment to myself,

my coach, and to my team members is that I will give what-

ever it takes to maximize my suceess in diving. If it
requires more effort, I will give more effort. If it
requires more practice, I will give more time. If it
requires more mental preparedness, I will practice more

and I will focus better. I will not get frustrated

because f may f eeI that I am not iinproving f ast enough. I'
will analyze and concentrate on the positive aspects of my

diving and realize that f am getting closer and closer to
the real me--the successful performer.

a- -

I am a,natural winner and I ?rm going to be a better

winner. 'I will infect those team members who are less

conf ident.. I wili infect them by example. I will -strive

continually in practice and in competitions. I will main-

tain my focus in competitions whether I am ahead or

beh ind.

Success does not embarrass me. I will milk my suc-

cesses in an attempt to build my positive memory storage

and increase my level of self-confidence.

I will learn from my errors. I wi,II recognize them

and realize that only athletes who strive for excellence'

make errorsr but I will only recognize my errors for the

purpose of pointing out the aspects of my divinq which

■t_
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require special attention. I will not dwel1 on the neqa-

tive aspects of my performances. I will foroive myself

and forqet my errors.
My associations with my team members and coaches are

extremely important to me. I will constantly strive to

help credte a supportive and positive learninq environment

and I will encourage my team members to do so also. I

will process all of the coach,'s -comments and I wil'l

realize that the comments are directed toward my perfor-

mances and.not toward me personally.
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CONCLUSION

The goal of most diving coaches is to develop

skilledi consistentr and self-confident divers. Self-
confident divers tend'to be more successful in competi-

tions than divers with low self-confidence, therefore, as

co.aches ive mdst attempt to create and develop self-
confident performers. The precedino pages only scratch

the surface of the-many facets of total self-confidence.

The principles, duggestion of "do's" and 'don''ts' for
athletes and coaches, and the structured experiences can

all be very useful if they are implemented positively and

consistently in a program, but they are a beginning. It
is important for coaches to be creative and do more

research in the area of self-confidence. Coaches must

continually attempt to create and implement new concepts

toward developing athletes that are aware and confident.

By developing awareness and self-confid6nce in our

athletesr w€ are allowing them to maximize their indi-
vidual sport potential. We are also allowinq each person

to be the very best that they can be.
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